Sunglasses
PERFORMANCE

AEROLITE / DESIGNED TO BE FORGOTTEN
Lightweight sunglasses specifically designed for women and runners with smaller faces, the Aerolite
is directly derived from the Aero model, the reference for trail runners. They offer the same qualities
of hold and ventilation, with a rimless shield for even more lightness and a tremendous feeling of
freedom. With a photochromic shield, the Aerolite is designed to go further in all conditions.
Lens : Spectron 3 CF - Frame : Pink / Blue

TECHNO
Asian Fit
Panoramic
Base 6
3D Fit Nose
Full Venting
Grip Tech
Air Link Temple system
RX Clip
Women's vision

Sunglasses
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AEROLITE
TECHNICAL FEATURES
Asian Fit
the ergonomics of the frame are adapted for
Asian facial shapes.

LENSES AVAILABLE
Spectron 3 +

Black / Grey

Panoramic
Wide lens surface for broad field of vision.

Base 6

J4961114

Spectron 3 CF

Pink / Blue

Blue / Green

J4961118

J4961132

3D Fit Nose
Special wingtips are adjustable
in every direction so that
the glasses can be adapted
to every type of nose shape
and ensure unbeatable hold
in all conditions.

Zebra Light

Purple / Pink

Full Venting
Aerated structure that allows complete air
circulation to avoid fog.

Grip Tech

J4963226

Zebra Light Fire

Black / Red

Flexible inserts adhere to the temples for
maximum hold and comfort.

Air Link Temple system
shock absorbing elastomer insert at the end of
temples for more comfort and lightness

J4963314

Zebra Light Red

White / Grey

RX Clip
Julbo offers a prescription clip-on. RX Clip
Adaptable to different sunglass frames,
removable when needed.
J4963411

Women's vision
Designed for female faces.
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AEROLITE

<126>
Base : 6

PACKAGING

<14>

<137>

AEROLITE / LENSES AVAILABLE

Spectron 3 +

Spectron 3 CF

> protection category: 3
> Flash coating: improves visible light filtering with
mirror effect lenses. It reflects the rays of light and
increases the filter effect.
// Light yet offers good shock resistance, is multipurpose
and suitable for all types of activity.
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Zebra Light

Zebra Light Fire

FROM DAWN TO DUSK
> The photochromic lens gets darker or lighter in
accordance with light intensity. Protection category 1 to
3. Fast activation speed.
> Exceptional anti-fog coating: no condensation,
maximum longevity.
> Hydrophobic coating on the outside: prevents marking
and facilitates the removal of water.
> Soft material: less risk of injury during falls.
> Brown: accentuates relief.
// Recommended for trail running, mountain biking, etc.
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Zebra Light Red

